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I Get
People
Unstuck!

ABOUT
Crystal Wright helps people to find and
use their outside voices to accomplish
their goals, be productive, feel respected,
and hopeful about their futures.
She is a small business authority known
for turning struggling artists into six-figure
entrepreneurs. Her business courses and
self-help books are a catalyst for change
and transformation.
Wright provides women with the tools,
confidence and knowledge they need to
level up and expand their businesses.
Considered a recognized expert on
business building within the beauty and
entertainment industries, Crystal has been
assisting celebrity stylists and small
business owners for over two decades.

Wright is a former Hollywood agent with a background in marketing and
sales. She successfully transferred her skills from the corporate world into
her own enterpreniual lane.
“I wanted to start 2020 by telling you what a difference you made
in my life. 2019 was the biggest year of my career and it is in large part
because of your guidance. You exposed me to a different way of thinking
and to my own potential. You made me bolder than I wanted to be.”
–Wyvetta Taylor, Celebrity Makeup Artist

As a career and business coach Crystal provides the tools necessary for YOU
to succeed. She shares clinical and empathetic objectivity, personal guidance,
and developmental accountability.

BOOKS
30 Days at 100 Percent helped me
change my life and gain perspective
on my goals. I am more organized
when I see a clear path. I am more
inspired when I see light at the end
of the tunnel. Every set of goals I
achieved brought on a new and
better set of goals.
I can imagine using this book over
and over again for the rest of my
life.

30 Days at 100 Percent: Changing
Your Life 30 Days at a Time helps
the reader to identify the very
best they can be in eight areas of
their life by focusing on changing
only one thing every 30 days.
Start to focus in month one, gain
momentum in month two, and
experience achievement again or
maybe for the first time in your
life in month three.
The simple step-by-step process
delivers sustainable rewards and
insight almost immediately.

If forty years from now my only
goals are to finish knitting the three
afghans I have going and organize
my quilt guild activities.
–Crystal Lockinour
Entrepreneur

BOOKS
“When I first came across her book, I was
happy that someone had finally put all
the information an aspiring artist needs,
in one place. Crystal tells it like it is. She
breaks down the essential information
into step-by-step instructions.”
–Bobbi Brown, Makeup Artist,
Founder, Bobbi Brown Cosmetics

“If you’re wondering how you can make
the move and get into free lancing, you
need to get Crystal’s book and take her
class.”

Crystal takes the mystery out of
working behind-the-scenes in print,
video, film and TV. She shows artists
how to connect the dots in their
careers, build a top notch portfolio
and develop strong professional
relationships.
Aspiring artists learn essential
business tips and strategies from
the Crystal and a host of the
industry's top celebrity stylists.
The information in the guide shave
3-5 years off of the average learning
curve and puts you in control of
your freelance career. The Guide
contains the keys to mastering the
industry and getting ahead!

–Jennifer MacDougall
Lead Hair Stylist
Project Runway

Renny Vasquez
Celebrity Makeup Artist

MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
Win Now provides the insider information and knowledge every
artist needs to connect the dots in their career, build confidence
in your brand and open doors that were previously shut.
"With the arrival of this class and

"Crystal, taught me that I

taking intentionally targeted

can create my own windows."

steps, doors that were dead

–Lorena Ines

bolted shut are now opening."

"Win Now has made me a doer

–Lori Anne Reynolds

instead of just a planner."

–Woena Apolline
This 12-week, step-by-step, online, self-paced program teaches
you how to land great jobs and keep awesome clients.
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